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Alumnus opens marketing firm
BGSU grad went from gym rat to gym manager to entrepreneur
for IF Enterprises, the owners of
Barney's, he proposed opening
The University tells its students a fitness center because he was
to "dream big" and that is exact- inspired by his own weight loss.
ly what alumnus Tom Richard They liked his idea and opened
did. Richard has followed this 360 Fitness in Maumee where
philosophy throughout his career he worked as a manager. In 2004
and went from managing several he moved to Philadelphia where
Barney's Convenience Stores to he managed a Philadelphia Gym
recently opening his own fitness Source store.
sales training company.
Gym Source COO Tom
But, Richard said that his big Lourenso told SNEWS ® that
dreams weren't the only factor Richard was constantly one of
in his success, he said that it has the top sales people for their
store and was often number one.
taken hard work and originality.
"You almost think that you are He brought his experience back
going to hit if off and make it to Grand Rapids, Ohio where he
big and it's really the opposite of opened his businessTom Richard
Marketing on April 14, 2005. The
that," he said.
Richard became interested in business focuses not only on
the Illness industry when he lost the fitness industry but helps a
60 pounds. After working six years variety of businesses with their
By Miranda Bond

MANAGING EDITOR

marketing and sales strategies. other industries.
employees will be stopping in
"The market kind of told me cities all over the country
His company is unique in the
fact that it combines working on there was a need, I listened to the throughout the summer and fall.
a marketing campaign and sales market rather than me trying to
Richard contributes much of
training. He said that
force something on his drive to the education that
"Don't be
sales and marketing
to the market." He he received at The University.
said that the market Richard transferred from The
tie in together, but in
afraid
to
has been respond- Ohio State University to Bowling
most cases they are
dream and ing well to his Green Stale University so that he
handled separately.
"1 don't know any gQ after your business. He has cli- could work for Barney's full time.
ents all over the coun- He said that the transfer was
companies that do ° ,J
' _
both," he said. "The
dreams.
try from a personal a turning point in his life.
two really need to
"I fell in love with learning
training business in
work together. I think
TOM RICHARD,
Manhattan to smaller because of some of the professors
local businesses and that I had at BG, it empowered
it's more effective." He
BGSU ALUMNUS
charities.
decided to open his
me to realize that I could do what
business because he saw a need
Money Tour 2005 begins lune ever I want to do," he said. While
for a better relationship between 22 in Boston. The tour consists Richard attended the University
sales training and marketing in of workshops where partici- he stuck out to Brent Nicholson
the fitness industry. He said when pants will come together to learn the Director of Entrepreneurship
it comes to this area the fitness about sales with a focus on the Academic Programs Nicholson
industry is about 10 years behind customer theme. He and his said that Richard wasn't a typical

suident, he demanded a lot out
of himself and his teachers.
"One had the clear idea that
he would be doing something
entrepreneurial and that it would
be sooner rather than later,
Nicholson said. "He was smart
and quite mature for his age."
Nicholson said that many of the
students he has stayed in contact with since graduation have
begun their own businesses
However, most alumni don't
begin their own business until
much further down the road after
graduation than Richard. He said
that it is his hope that students
and graduates will challenge,
explore, engage and question
just has Richard has "Don't be
afraid to dream and go after your
dreams," he said.

BROWN AND ORANGE REMODELED THIRD IN A SUMMER-LONG SERIES

Alum brings a bit of
Changes coming for Harshman Quad class to the Greenery

By Britney lee
IEP0IIEI
There is always room for
change, and there are a few
changes happening in the rooms
of the Harshman/Kreischer
Quadrangles this summer.
The Harshman Quadrangle
and the Kreischer Quadrangle
were originally built in 1964 and
1966, respectively.
Since their construction
in the 1960s, many minor
renovations have been done and
a $15 million renovation of both
quadrangles was completed in
1995, according to the BGSU
historic campus tour.
Currently, both quadrangles
are going through some small
but necessary changes.
Tim Carney, associate
director in the Office of
Residence Life said that along
with the project manager
about 20 individuals were
involved with the Harshman/
Kreischer project.
This project is only one of the
many that are happening on
campus this summer.
"There are hundreds of
contractors working on campus

to accomplish all of the projects,"
Carney said.
Project manager, Marc A.
Brunner said that the current
renovations to the quadrangles
were fairly minor.
"We are renovating the old
Arts Village in Harshman for
the Honors Student Association
and updating the classroom
in Kreischer for Arts Village,"
Brunner said. "They'll be
swapping spaces."
The cost of the project has
not been precisely estimated but
Brunner said they are aiming for
around $300,000.
Along with the renovations
of each quadrangle, different
areas of each building are
undergoing repairs.
Harshman will see upgrades
to existing rooms for classrooms,
conference rooms, faculty
offices, work rooms, reception and associated HVAC,
electrical, as well as voice and
data, according to Brunner.
In store for Kreischer are new
carpeting, painting, lighting,
and limited HVAC, electrical and
voice and data.
Work on Kreischer is set to

Carney said that in addition to the changes Brunner

be started and completed this
summer, but Harshman will
not be fully completed until the
spring 2006 semester.

CONSTRUCTION, PAGE 3

Vincent kffkfe BGNews
HIGH MAINTENANCE: A construction worker gets in to place for repairs
on the outside ot the Kreischer Ashley residence hall.

BG Xchange a unique business

EYE SEE YOU

New business allows
patrons to have a
middleman on Ebay.

NBN« BONm
SUNGLASSES: Bowling Green students John Findling (photographer) and Lindsay Gadberry look into
the reflection of Jen DiQuattro's sunglasses while enjoying a day at Round Lake in Michigan

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Boscnians said is characterized
by its fresh sensation.
By course three, appetites were
More then a hint of sophistication and fine dining took place already appeased, but the delicious grilled sea scaltwo Wednesdays ago
lops with cirrus
in the Bowling
compote and
Greenery when
an open bottle
1993
BGSU
of Rose, were too
graduate, Jim
good to pass up.
Cosma, returned
The
fourth
to his alma mater
course consisted
to present an
of the most elaboArgentinean wine
rate roasted pork
tasting evening.
tenderloin, probably
At 6:30 p.in.. the
ever to be consumed in
sweet indulging began
the Student Union, and it
with forest mushroom
was accompanied with what
..nip unh crispy bacon and
Cosma correctly predicted
garlic croutons The appetizwould be the favorite of the
ers were accompanied with
five wines, Malbec.
the first wine of the night,
"Malbec
is
Viognier, a red wine
Argen t i na's
that is described by
signature wine,"
the experts from
^L*
Cosma said.
Luigi Bosca, the
The fifth course was a
winery that grew out of
the Spanish-founded Bodegas vanilla bean creme caramel with
I^oncio Arizu, as "exotic, clean, several sweet additives. The wine
also was sweet. Gewurztraminer,
brilliant, almost golden."
The second course was an "Aromas of berries, guava, litchi,
elaborate salad consumed with
WINE, PAGE 2
a glass of Chardonnay, a wine
By Julie Resbvo
tt'OITfJ

to sell it for them," Fairman said. said. "(The customersl will still
And since BG Xchange will see the same amount back."
be taking care of selling the
BG Xchange will receive a 15
product, they will take pictures percent piece of the profits from
of it and write a description. the selling of the product. From
The customer does not need to $30 to $100, the customer will
provideanythinglike
receive 65 percent
By Rachel Brink
KPOIIIf.lt
that. They will box it
of the profit and BG
"We
do
all
BG Xchange is the new store and ship it UPS.
Xchange will get the
in town that opened three
They will send the leg work, 35 percent. From
$100 to $500, the
weeks ago. It is considered an the customer a link
E-bay drop-off, said Manager of their product, so they just sit customer will receive
they will be able
Mike Fairman.
back and $350; 70 percent of
the profit. And on to
"We take care of everything" to watch it sell,
wait for
$2000, which can be
he said. "We do all the leg work, Fairman said.
they just have to sit back and
He said there are
the check." up to 75 percent of
two advantages to
the profit
wait for a check."
MIKE FAIRMAN,
"They're
worth
And to receive that check, the using a company
OWNER
what they're worth."
associates of BG Xchange must like BG Xchange.
examine the product to make If someone is
Fairman said.
They also have non-E-bay
sure it is saleable before putting thinking about buying a product
it on E-bay. They will have to on E-bay and they see it being products in the store, like video
also test the products to make sold by a business, that person games and CDs. A customer can
sure they are in working order.
sell their product and receive
will most likely buy It
The customer will need to fill
Another advantage to E-bay retribution for it
On hand, Fairman had
out paperwork. This contains is if they have it online, they will
a brand new 40 GB iPod, a
personal contact information also have it in their store.
and signing an agreement.
"This is the physical option of paintball gun, a camcorder and
"This is signing over their rights seeing it and buying it," Fairman a pack of magic cards

FRI
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Wine tasting in student Union
WINE, FROM PAGE 1

tropical fruits and mush."
Bos, MUMS reviewed.
Lori Schumacher, who works
in the Administration Building,
saw die flyer forthewine tasting
and invited her Mend. Dun too
to join her. Iliey both said that
they couldn't wait for the next
one in January.
"i just think it wasabsohiter)
fabulous, educational and fun.
The food was phenomenal
and the wine was even IM-IICI."

Rolf said
"Now we both want lo
take a trip to Argentina,"
Schumacher said
Cosma owes his Argentinean
wine Inspiration to his wife
whom he said he "fell in love

with and moved lo \rgenlina
toi two yean."
( nsiii.i s,iui they returned to
the United States because of the
"opportunities and he liegan
working for Atlas Imports in
Waterlnrd. Michigan.
"I have never done ,i wine
tasting at a college before
Cosma said, lie added I"' was
Impressed with the fond that
the (ireenery provided for
the occasion.
The cost per person was $50.
a figure that may seem high for
students hut is a low pi ice I'm the
education, Inn and gooil last
ing that was included. Cosma
said that he is looking forward
in returning to campus during
the school year and serving ,i
larger audience.

BG charge unavailable for many
Williams-Nell said that the
summer enrollment rule has
For students still living in Bowling always applied.
"Students who leave in May and
Green diis summer, but not
enrolled in i lasses, a summer job plan on coming back in August
cannot use their BIG Charge
might be In the luture.
I )nly Students who are current- during the summer months,"
ly enrolled in classes have access Williams-Nell said. "Unless they
are enrolled for classes,"
to their KG Charge account
ihe exception to this would be
So those who an' still around
for the summer, but are not the debit dollar plan, where left
taking classes, paying for food over money can be carried over.
"This is different than the BIG
and other tilings will have lo be
paid for in some other manner, Charge because the money has
already been prepaid," Wiliiamsaccording to the bursars office.
\ssociate Bursar, lawn Nell said. "So students can use
By Britney Lee
RE PORIER

their left over dollars at any time."
Students can work for
campus to make extra money
or help pay for school, but
working for the University does
not qualify as enrollment.
"Even students who are working
on campus cannot use their BIG
Charge unless they are enrolled
for classes," Williams-Nell said.
Rules and regulations remain
the same during the summer
time for enrolled students who
have a BIG Charge account.
If you are enrolled in classes
this summer and are interested

in obtaining a BIG Charge you
can visit the University Bookstore,
the bursar office, or dining
services in the Central building
to apply.
Williams-Nell
said
to
expect one to two days before
acceptance results came in,
because of the review process.
For more information on
how to obtain a BIG Charge or
other rules that apply visit the
BGSU homepage or go directly to
http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/sa/dining/mealplans/
bigch.argc.htm.

Once native plants popping up at local parks
By Sandy Meade
BEPORTIR

[he next time you visit a part
i if the Wood County Park District,
look around and you may be
sin prised as to what you see.
WOdflowers and other plants
that were once native in northwest ()hio seem to be popping up
around the districts 13 parks.
Vrnrding to an article that
appeared in the Toledo Blade,
stewardship coordinator Chris
Smallcy said that many people
assume that the plants have
always been there, ihev are not

aware of a project whose main
goal over the past five years has
been to restore native plants
throughout the Park District.
During a phone interview,
Smalley said that it was their
job to make the landscape look
natural. He also considers it
rewarding to be doing this kind
of work outside 1 lis favorite part
of the project is when people
comment about the new plants
or a man made sandhill at W.W.
Knight Nature Preserve that
many people assume has always
been there.

BG@100

"goes live"on
June 27

BG@100 will implement the

first "Go Live" of the project
to transition current administrative systems to PeopleSoft
on June 27. This phase of the project focuses on such areas as
Human Resources and Payroll.

Most of the plants tiiis year are
Five years ago Smalley joined
the Park District when the project being planted at the W.W. Knight,
was just beginning. He went out, located in Perrysburg Township,
gathered die seeds, and created to replace what contractors
a nursery area and stockpile of tore up while building a nature
seeds so that collecdng would center. Plants are also being
placed in a new area designated
not have to be done every year.
He described the seed as the l.ook Out On Nature Area
collecting process as hard work located behind the nanire center.
Neil Munger, the director of
as many of the seeds are collected from plants located in ditches. the park district, told the Blade
Once the seed is collected, ihat this project is exactly what
it is cleaned with the help of the Wood County Park District is
volunteers. Then the seed is all about.
The mission statement
planted at the Agricultural
Incubator on state Route 582, of this organization is to.
where the plants are grown "preserve, enhance, protect and
interpret the natural resources of
during the winter months.
Once the spring season arrives, Wood County."
By restoring native plants
volunteers and park staff begin
revitalizing and revegetating to the area, the organization is
various areas in the park. They accomplishing just that. In
also remove nonnative plants addition, with newly acquired
properties and partnerships with
from the areas.
In the Blade article, Smalley groups. Smalley said he hopes
said the native plants are a to see the project continue for
fundamental key to attracting many years to come.
For those who are interested
native butterflies, birds and other
wildlife. These plants also help to in volunteering with the project,
prevent nonnative weeds such volunteer forms arc available
as gailic mustard and Canada on the Park District's Web site
at www.woodcounryparkdistrict.
thistle from taking over the area.
The Blade estimated that this org. Ptitetitial volunteers can also
year alone 6,000 native plants find out more information by
will be planted throughout the calling toll free, 1 -800-321 -1897
park district which includes or reading the Park District's
Adam Phillips, Baldwin Woods, newsletter that is availableatmost
Bradner Preserve, Buttonwood, of the park district properties, the
Carter Loomis, Cedar Creeks, Bowling Green City Chamber of
Puller Preserve, Otscgo, Park Commerceorasan insert in most
Headquarters, Slippery Elm of the Wood County Newspapers.
Trail, W.W. Knight, William Smalley also mentioned that
Henry
Harrison
and he is very open to new ideas
volunteers might have.
Zimmerman School.

Graceland
X~br Otrad Students

What does this mean for you?
> After the June 27 "Go Live" date, those who receive a direct deposit pay
stub from the University will receive pay check information via an online
self-service application.
The View/Print pay check self-service application will be
demonstrated in 117 OLSCAMP HALL on:
July 6 at 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.
July 7 at 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.
July 18, 19 and 21 hourly from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
(a new demo will start at the top of each hour)
Sessions are open to all University employees. No registration is necessary.
> An alternative to attending a session is to view the interactive
demonstration available at www.bgsu.edu/BGat100.
This interactive demonstration will allow you to view the format of the
online pay check and learn how the details are displayed.

208/212 S. Church
2 Bdrm Upstairs Duplex
2 Bdrm over 3 Car Garage
1 Car Garage/ 1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Close to Downtown

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Check out our website at WWW.MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800

> A letter dated May 23 has been sent to the homes of faculty
and staff providing further details of PeopleSoft.
The information is presented by your University
affiliation: faculty, administrative staff or classified
staff. Information to students will be distributed
via Student Employment. An electronic copy
of the letter is available online at:
www.bgsu.edu/BGat100.
>

Open forums to review contents of the
letter and to answer questions will be
held in 101 OLSCAMP HALL
June 7 at 1:30-3:30 p.m.
June 15 at 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Sessions are open to all
University employees.
No registration
is necessary.

JOIN THE 2005-2006 OBSIDIAN STAFF
WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
Reporters
Creative Writers
Graphic Deiiyntrs
Advertising/fata R*|>
PuttkMMtmti
Photograpl
Fditors
ALL MAJORS WECa\
Fot More Info

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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New apartments offer space, extras
By Krishna Vastekis

links describing things like spacious bedrooms, large capacity
The Enclave is not the only washer and dryer and extended
apartment complexon Napoleon cable television included in rent.
Road that has students thinking
Copper Beech seems like the
that living there will improve ideal place for students to live
their minimalist lifestyle as for a reasonable price. Chris
college students.
Thomas, a future resident of
Saying goodbye to dorm life Copper Beech said, "I heard it
for many students is something was huge and didn't cost a lot
that they look forward to by the more than the place I live now."
end of their sophomore year. This seems to be the mentality
Students have the opportuni- for many students.
ty to Anally live on their own
Similariy, Keri Undrus, anothwithout resident advisors, tiny er future resident of Copper
Vincent Cvi|n*i BGNews
rooms and front desk operators Beech, feels the same way.
tending to their every need when
"The space there, I mean—it's THE BEECH: With extended cable, high speed internet, a bathroom in every bedroom, a deck for every tenant, and more square feet of space than
any other apartment in Bowling Green, Copper Beech Apartments aim to please. December leases are still available.
they move off campus.
amazing," she said.
In2005, students not only were
Copper Beech has half
confronted with the decision of their buildings ready for concerns with Copper Beech for when dealing with the parking for their fourth space is because towards Copper Beech, future
spaces. Therecanbefourpeople some people don't need all four residents seem happy about
about who to live with once they inhabitancc now and the rest some students.
"My main problem with assigned to each unit at Copper and we're actually saving them living there next year.
moved off campus but where.
are being built in August and
One of the most popular so far, the response has been Copper Beech is the location," Beech, but only three parking money on rent," Peppers said.
"I want to live in a big place
Ondrus said, "It's right next spaces are issued for free.
The logic for Copper Beech is withmyownbedroom,"Thomas
answers recently has been overwhelming.
Copper Beech.
Bethany Peppers, an employ- to the sheriff station and the
"You have to pay a fee for the that most college students don't said.
The home
page of the ee of Copper Beech said, "There courthouse—we're not going to fourth space—it's not a big have a car, this way if Copper
But for Ondrus,
the
deal, it just seems kind of Beech offers tenants three out excitement seems higher.
apartment complex has a has been a positive result in get away with anything."
Not only do students have stupid." Ondrus said. But of four spaces for free; it helps
This is the new Sterling—the
link dedicated strictly to the leasing—we're completely full."
them save on their rent.
amenities of living there.
Despite the positive response worries about the locations, but Peppers d isagrees.
biggest, best place to live in BG
Contrary to a few small gripes and I can't wait," Ondrus said.
"The reason people have to pay
Copper Beech's Web site has in leasing, there are some several students have had issues
REPORTER

Abstinence is only free
birth control on campus
By Bridget Tharp
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Condoms for men are distrihuted free of charge on-campus by
the Wellness Connection. So why
is female contraception so costly
by comparison?
Senior Elisabeth Sowecke
asked herself the same
question. Sowecke purchased
student insurance because she
aged out of her parents' plan after
she turned 23 years old.
"On my parent's insurance,
there was a $40 co-pay at the
doctor's office every month for
my visit, but my birth control
would be free," Sowecke said.
Imagine her surprise when she
learned that there is zero coverage of non-medically necessary
birth control through the BGSU
student health insurance.
The selected student health
insurance plan only covers
"medically necessary" student
birth control. Unless a woman
takes the pill to treat a medical
condition — like endometriosis
or irregular periods — the
student health insurance will not
cover oral contraception.
That means that birth controls
pills — if being used only to
prevent becoming pregnant —
are not covered by BGSU student
health insurance.
"If I got pregnant, I would drop
out of college," Sowecke said.
"We are in the prime of our
sexuality. Do they really think
we'll abstain until we graduate?"
The pill is at least 95
percent effective in preventing
pregnancy.
It is the most
popular form of birth control,
used by 11.6 million women in
the United States in 2002. This
is according to statistics from the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.
Sowecke said she wonders
why birth control is not
included under the student
insurance plan.
Director of the Student I lealth

"We are in the prime
of our sexuality.
Do they really think
we'll abstain until
we graduate?"
ELISABETH SOWECKE, SENIOR

Center, Glenn F.gelman, said
that insurance would be more
expensive for all students,
if it covered birth control
for everyone.
Student health insurance
for 2005-2006 will cost $1,350
through a new provider, the
(flickering Group, like former
insurance provider, Collegiate
Risk Management Inc., the
new provider will not pay
for non-medically necessary
birth control.
"We get such a good
discounted rate |on birth control
for the health center pharmacy],
that if it were to be covered by
insurance, it would cost the
students more in insurance
premiums than it's costing just to
buy it here," Egelman said.
"In the future, if it becomes
not favorable because oral
contraceptives prices are going
up, then we'll have to re-evaluate.
But for the time being, it's better
for all students the way it is"
Students can purchase birth
control at the Student Health
Center Pharmacy for discount
prices. Most popular brands
cost about $15 for one month's
supply, or $40 for three months.
Seasonale costs $118.07 for three
months, and Depo Provera costs
$65.00 for one month.
Currently, there are no
numbers available to show
how many students purchase
birth control at the pharmacy's
discounted rates, according to staff at the Student
Health Center.
Birth control can be expensive

for college students. University
senior Sowecke said she couldn't
afford the cost of her pills, even
with such discounts
So, Sowecke said found
affordable
birth
control
off campus.
Now, she only pays $20 at
Planned Parenthood in Toledo.
Kor her donation, she receives a
Pap smear, pregnancy test, and
STD test. She also receives her
chosen brand of birth control
- Ortho Cyclen - and sometimes
she requests three-months worth
in one visit.
"I love it. Planned Parenthood
is better than my private
physician," Sowecke said.
This solution wouldn't work
for all University students who
take birth control. Sowecke
said she worries that some
freshman might not have
enough cash to pay, or a ride to
Planned Parenthood in Toledo.
Women's studies instructor leannie Ludlow is also
concerned. She said that some
of those young women would
risk unwanted pregnancy to
keep their sex lives secret from
their parents. Indlow has seen
this first hand, though her work
as a patient advocate at the
Center for Choice in Toledo,
where she talks to women who
want abortions.
"Many girls don't want their
parents to find out they are on
birth control," Ludlow said.
"They don't have any money,
but maybe they are afraid to
use the Bursar to charge birth
control
at the Student
Health Center."
A patient's privacy is
protected at the Student Health
Center under the privacy
policy. And all services charged
to a student's Bursar will appear
on the bill as a generic charge,
to read "health center service,"
according to the office manager
Marlene Reynolds.

Why did BGSU switch from semesters to quarters in the 1968-69 year?
A Switch was n
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Tim Sunct. Summit.

Improvements made to Quads
to create better living spaces
CONSTRUCTION, FROM PAGE 1

mentioned, Harshman would
also be getting a new ramp into
the Bromfield courtyard and a
new loading dock elevator.
Kreischer also has tuck
pointing and new carpet in the
Sundial Dining Center on its
list of updates, according
to Carney.
According to those involved,
all of the changes are going to
be very beneficial for students
and faculty alike.
"Improvements such as
tuck pointing and plumbing
upgrades are building needs
that are done to limit the

c
-app-

inconveniences to students,"
Carney
said.
"Other
improvements such as carpet
and paint create a better living
environment."
Private contractor, Dave Deity,
owner of Custom Concrete
Construction in Findlay,
said that tuck pointing is
removing old mortar from
between bricks and replacing
it with new.
"Tuck pointing is an
important renovation that
improves the appearance of
the building and prevents water
leakage," Deitz said.
With the construction
continuing on after the

summer has ended Brunner
said there is always the chance
that someone might be
inconvenienced.
"There's always that potential,
however we're doing our best to
inform building occupants so
as not to inconvenience them."
Rninner said.
Carney also mentioned
that plenty of planning and
organizing is done to limit
setbacks to the project.
Construction is underway
and according to those involved
students should expect to see
results that will benefit their stay
at the University.

The BG News every Wednesday all summer longl
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SUMMER SPECIALS
Drink Specials Starting 6/01 /05
Every Week, All Night

Tuesday:

$1.00 Drafts
$1.75 Corona
$2.50 Bomb Special

Wednesday: $2.75 Jack Daniels
$3.00 Bomb Special
$1.50 Captain Special
Thursday:

$1.75 Amaretto Sours
$1.50 Domestic bottles

Friday:

Retro Night- playing the best music
from the 70's through the 90's along
with pricing from decades past

T
T
T

r
r

Ladies Night- under 21: $2.00 off
cover all night
Drink Specials
$2.50 Bombs
$1.50 Well Drinks
$2.00 Molson Products

r

Saturday:

$1.75 Corona

$1.75 Long Island
Undor 21 - $ 1.00 off regular cover
charge all night

238 N. Main St. Bowling Green (419)353-7511

r
r
r
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OPINION

"How vain it is to sit down to write when
you have not stood up to live."
Henry David Thoreau
(nwuricnspmtcunl
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Lessons prevail from Watergate
\ltrr decades of secrecy and
denial, former FBI Deputy
Director W. Mark Pell admilled
in being Deep Throat, the secret
source who helped implicate
former ('resident Richard Nixon
in the Watergate scandal of the
early 1970s. Deep Throat leaked
Information to Washington Post
reporters Boh Woodward and
Carl Bernstein, and the two
vowed to protect his identity until
alter his death.
The media were openly
disappointed that Deep Throat.

the shadowy figure in the
parking gangs, didn't live up to
their wild speculations: It wasn't
I lenry Kissinger, in an elaborate
double-cross, or former White
House press aide Diane Sawyer,
in a post-feminist gender twist.
The media quickly recovered
from being handed such a mundane protagonist and set to work
deconstnicting IWt. Some news
oudets suggested that the admission was motivated by a desire to
cadi in with a lucrative book deal,
thewayWoodwardand Bernstein

did with All the President's Men.
Others insinuated it was
a result of the machinations
of the now 91-year-old Felt's
cash-strapped daughter.
Above all, the Deep Throat
revelation is being framed as
a "hero or villain" debate. This
debate fits the media's desire to
emphasize conflict over nuance
and squeeze facts into a narrow,
black-and-white dichotomy.
Partisan commentators on
both sides pointed to the possibility of petty motives on l«lt's part,

irrTERTOTUK EDITOR,
Unemployed
not always the
most lazy
Opinion columnist D|
Johnson should be
ashamed of himself.
In his May 27 column, Mr.
lohnson makes several curiously
inane assertions, hut one statement stands above the rest as an
exemplar of exquisite naivete.
in a piece ostensibly arguing

for increased teachers' salai les,
Mr. lohnson insults millions
of unemployed Americans by
equating joblessness with
stothrulnesa
"Unemployment rate and
laziness are synonyms so they
can be used interchangeably,"
Mr. lohnson writes. "No one
should be receiving my tax
money until every job is taken
within the United States."
Mr. Johnson's statement is an

irresponsible and spiteful one.
Using a grossly misinformed
stereotype, he assumes that all
unemployed people are unmolivnw d sops content to bleed the

government for benefits,
By casually declaring his
close-minded assumption as
fact. Mr. lohnson displays
contempt for those struggling
to find work, a number that no
doubt includes many dedicated
and hardworking recent
graduates of the University.
Mr. Johnson also demonstrates
a fundamental misunderstanding of what the unemployment
rale represents.
To fit the National Bureau of
labor Statistics' definition of an
unemployed person, an
individual "must be actively
engaged in some job search
activity and available for work."
TheNBL has a detailed
questionnaire, available at its
Web site, designed to determine
whether an individual meets
this criterion.

those who fall short are not
considered unemployed but
are classified as "not in the
labor force."
Simply put, the truly lazy are
not counted toward the unemployment rate, so that number
cannot be used as evidence of
an unwillingness to work.
But instead of researching his
claims and perhaps rehabilitating his misguided biases. Mr.
Johnson maligns those struggling to support themselves and
their families in a job market that
remains less dian robust.
Mr. Johnson impugned the
integrity of every honest, hardworking unemployed person.
1 hope he takes the proper
action and apologizes.
I also hope that Mr. Johnson
never faces the frightening
prospect of extended
unemployment. I know he
wouldn't want to appear lazy.

Guest Columnist
Living in Anderson I tail
lasi school year was a new
icK enture for me. 1 had
nevei likved In the dorms on
G's campus as I live in the communting range, but decided for
a change as a step toward
indepdence and lived in the
dorms for a year.
Anderson proved to be.) nice
change from lite ai home, much
quieter, a room to myseft cable and
Internet, .well, Internet until the
end oi spring semester that IN.
Towards the end of the spring
semcMer, the Residential Computing
Connection I R( X > decided to run a
network test with Anderson testing
out the new way to connect lothe
Internet that will lx- the way all on
campus students conned next year.
lieing a self proclaimed computer
geek, I groaned when I saw the list of
things I would iV required to install
on my computer it I wanted to access
the Internet
I would have to install McAfee and
' isoo I rust Agent, hut I couldn't use
my own virus program, trend, which
I purchased and have grown to love
and trust with all virus problems and
my computer.
After talking with a wry c l» MS
friend and employee ot R( X!. I
decided to wait and see if I could still
unmeet without having to install
the M (ttwarc of the devil spawn on
my computer.

I downloaded the programs, burnt
them to a disk and waited.
The morning the residence hall test
Ix-gan, I woke up, checked my e-mail
and smiled. I had beaten the system!
Or so I thought.
Around 10 a.m.. my computer
stopped responding to websites,
kicked me off AIM and Yahoo
Messenger ami would not allow me
to check my network connections.
I Vlcated and just wanting to
check my e-mail, I got out my disk
and began installing the programs
required ot me.
1 followed the instructions on the
sheet ot paper that was shoved into
my maillxix and restarted
my computer.
With everything installed and
running, I double clicked my l:irvlo\
icon and waited, but got nothing
on the screen. Not even the BGSU
homepage. I could use my computer
for word pnxessing and games, but
no Internet.
Frustrated. 1 uninstalled the
programs, reinstalled them and
restarted again. Once again, nothing.
I waited the five minutes recommended by RCC and still had no
Internet connection.
I stared at my computer
monitor for about five seconds and
went downstairs to the computer lab,
to find about six very bored and tired
RCC student employees.
I asked someone to come help
me, and was escorted back upstairs
by one of the male employees, who
seemed to know very well what he
was doing.
He sat down at my computer, and
did exactly what I had just done.

but instead of just uninstalling my
McAfee, he also uniastalled my Trend.
He uninstalled it without my
permission! He struggled and stared
at my computer screen, as I had,
restarting it about fifteen times.
Forty five minutes later and getting
tired, one of the higher ups in RCC
came knocking on my door. ITS had
called. Something was up with my
computer, and they didn't know what
it was.
Ten minutes later, my computer
was finally connecting to die Internet.
I admittedly glared at the employee
who helped me as he walked out the
door for uninstalling my vims protection baby, and comforted my
computer, which was probably
frustrated and contused from the
amount of restarts it had to
go through.
So, what's my opinion on this
new way to connect to the Internet
on campus?
Well, I personally think it's
trust rating, and quite a bit unneeded
People need to start gaining some
intelligence when it comes to
computers. Keep up a firewall,
schedule an automatic update for
your anti-virus software and schedule
one for a weekly scan as well.
Don't open attachments from
people you don't know, don't give out
your password and credit card
information to random e-mails you
get from "banks" and stop
downloading programs and files
from peer to peer programs.
Maybe if we all stopped doing
these things, the campus network
would be a safer place.

the power of the presidency and
broke the law to protect a corrupt
administration?
There-emergenceofWatergate
couldn't have come at a bener
time for the media. Beyond the
usefulness of what Woodward
and Bernstein did with Deep
Throat's help, the return of the
image of glamorous, hardhitting investigative reporters who uncovered a huge scandal
at die top levels of government
and brought down an American
president - will hopefully

reinvigorate journalists today.
The Bush administration has
been close-mouthed with the
media, but the media haven't
been pushing very hard for
answers from the president and
his staff. Ronald Ziegler, the
Nixon press secretary, at first dismissed the Watergate break-in as
a "third-rate burglary," and most
reporters were content to take
his word for it. Woodward and
Bernstein kept digging.
We hope today's White I louse
press corps will do the same.

PEOPLE Boxing brings out
ON THE STREET the worst in society
What do you think
will be the outcome
of the Michael
Jackson trial?

AUTUMN BECCHLER
SENIOR, INTEGRATED
LANGUAGE ARTS

"It will be
full acquittal.
Look at O.J."

ZACH HERMAN
STUDENT

New RCC policy too frustrating
ELIZABETH
ABBOTT

particularly a desire for revenge
against a White I louse that was
stepping on the FBI's toes.
Nixon supporters criticize
Felt for not being "honorable"
or "heroic" because he leaked
to the press instead of going to
a grand jury and revealing his
name. More radical commentators criticize him for doing "dirty
work" for the FBI under Nixon.
Does beinganything less than a
Tom Clancy hero make someone
a villain -- especially when compared with people who abused

IFUNANYAIFEZULIKE
JUNIOR, PRE-PHARMACY

"Acquittal, but with
a large settlement.
HeisM.J.!

MARIANNE HESSEL
SOPHOMORE,
INERNAT10NAL STUDIES

"He will get off
because he's famous."

FRANCIS TETTEH
SENIOR, ACTUARIAL
SCIENCE

7 think Michael has
a 50/50 chance
of getting off."

Beating a man within
inches of his life is hardly
what I'd consider a sport.
Somehow, boxing has Ix.ronu'
extremely popular within the
United States over the past
several decades, and it has
captivated millions of people
all over the world.
We, as a country, have
watched these thugs come from
the gutters of society (where
most of them belong) and
become millionaire celebrities
that we come to cherish and love.
Sad, isn't it?
Boxing is nothing more than a
glorified fistfight. Two jacked-up
nimrods go toe-to-toe to see
which of them is the bigger goon,
and when he has rendered his
opponent unconscious, he is
declared the winner.
Each successful punch and
uppercut delivered from one
man to another helps drive his
own adrenaline through the roof
until the assailant is hormonally invincible, thus serving as
a threat to the livelihood of his
opponent.
There's a very clear difference
between boxing and contact
sports.
The goal of football, for
example, is to get the ball into
the end zone as often as possible
within four quarters. Similarly,
you must square your opponent's shoulders on the mat in
order to win a wrestling match.
So the contact that happens in
these two sports is a byproduct
of trying to accomplish the
ultimate goal.
In boxing, the goal of each
match is to stop your opponent
from breathing. Literally, you
win when your opponent is as
close to dead as one can be.
Fear of killing his opponent
puts a boxer at a disadvantage,
and if the assailant is able to put
his opponent into a coma, then
he has done his job efficiently.
Boxing roots itself in the ills
of American society. Americans
engage in the more seneless violence (contrary to cause-based
violence seen elsewhere in
foreign countries) than any
other people in the world. We
are always looking for reasons as
to why this is, and the answers
are always under our nose.
Wfe have a sanctioned
activity in boxing that promotes
violence in a very direct way. To
become good at anything, one
needs practice
Boxing is no different, and so
emulators look to their favorite
celebrities to copy. Kids have
now been desensitized to this
ridiculous form of violence that
they see on TV making boxing
part of their adolescent culture.

DJ. JOHNSON
Opinion columnist
(If Riddick Bowe can do it, then
why can't they?)
This provides false hope for
teenagers and young adults
whose lifelong dreams have
been put on hold by one factor
or another.
The last thing a teenager
needs is the cultivation of more
adrenaline and male
testosterone within his body.
Now, instead of using logic to
solve issues, how about
throwing a left hook?
Another problem is that
boxing is las Vegas' favorite
pastime. Millions of dollars are
bet on boxing. In the eyes of
many gamblers there is no
difference between a boxing
match and a game of craps. Two
men are pit against one another
to amuse the easily-amused.
Boxers are heinous role
models, too.
Former heavyweight
champion George Foreman can't
get enough of himself and is so
narcissistic that he named all of
his children George Edward.
Former heavyweight
champion Riddick Bowe is
famous for kidnapping his wife
and kids and served a considerable amount of prison time.
I could take up this entire BG
News issue writing about the
deficiencies of the most famed
lunatic in the history of boxing,
but Ludacris said it best when
he said, "if you don't like me, you
can take the Tyson approach
and bite me."
I blame the fans. If they didn't
support boxing, this mess
wouldn't have penetrated our
society to the degree it has. Yet,
every triumphant $50 pay-perview event contributes to the
longevity of this disaster.
Without fan support, boxing
would become extinct and back
to the criminal market where
it belongs.
There's nothing respectable
about boxing at all. Mohammed
Ali once said that he floats like a
butterfly and stings like a bee. In
his attempt to titivate boxing, his
cute analogy has done nothing
but allow boxing to find its place
in American culture.
We have got to take a stand
against this classless malarkey.
We should force these boxers to
do something more productive
with their lives. The more we
tolerate this, the more we
support it. And the more we
support it, the more hostile our
society becomes.
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Ruining more than the moment A victory for sensible centrists
MEGAN
SCHMIDT
Opinion Editor

retelling. I his is bad tor two reason.:
I.) my woke gets annoying when

assume that you luve mastered the

it ajeii '•l .nil. and 11 win now hew

art of kissing.

a snow ball's Jiaikc in hell of ever

an incredible level oi coordination,

occurring has caused intense

.coring with any of my friends,

cooperat* m and compliance among

resentment among mam powerful

its members on nearly every majoi

interest groups on the light.

If you are not up to speed, it

K

not

my job to teach you. You had time

I don't know if I will ever
kiss again.

when he has screwed up the

junior high.

Tnisii not,however*a good time to

Some men, however, can be

Many limes alter a bad

overzcalous about those eighth

uncertain if wc will ever be ready

grade make-out sensibilities.
Hut please allow me to stress thai

to love again.
1 lowevcr. in my case, it is not

for further mmantic possibilities.

the truth, I am probably going to
give it to you

I don't care what you have to do

7 expected the
traditional
goodnight peck.
What I got
instead was a
sloppy, openmouthed assault
on my face."

giving me second thoughts.
In other words, 1 have been
traumatized
There we were. I le was a friend
I was dropping him off at home.
1 le asked permission to kiss me
goodnight. Somewhat stunned
by the advance, I allowed it.
I expected the traditional goodnight peck. What I KM instead was
a sloppy, open-mouthed assault on
my lace.

(Kids are vou will not be able
to handle il, and I might even fed
therapy. And I have a lot ol bo6k$

ended the ability ot the niinonu

to buy this semester, man.

part) to UK unlimited debate to

Am way. I'm not going to be

defeat controversial appointments.

able to lie to |fou, because I am the
worst Bar who ever lived

depthsOi Rl) throat.

as, "urn, well. I prett) nnuh thought

could have been different

Please just get this right.

that sucked."

If you are slipping tongue five

For one, I might actually be able

seconds into what I am anticipating

it was really great when von blocked

point forward without wanting to

to be a fleeting goodnight kiss, we

my ak passage with your tongue and

burst into hysterical laughter.

are going to have problems. At least

I wouldn't breatheT it is not

Instead, I am left to replay the

wait and see if the kissing will even

convincing. And lying is only

moment again and again in my

persist past the thirty second mark

worthwhile when it is convnu ing

mind and wonder: how does this

before you go wild.

or when you .ire up loi ic elixtion.

Otherwise, I'm going to end up

happen? And more importantly,
what can 1 do to stop it?
1 do not think that men realize
the severity of this situation. You

want lo enjoy kissing. We don't

and you're going to end up licking

want to have to worry thai you are

my forehead or something.

have very few attempts to prove to

we can never enjoy kissing again.

a woman that you are worthy of her

'I "hen, the next day, I will be

That's all.

affection. One bad kiss could result

sharing the horror story with my

in the demise of your relatktnship,

female friends and in an extremely

and not to mention, your reputation.

shrill voite, I will proclaim,"! am so

I cannot date someone who is a

I will probably repeat this phrase

Not only that, but I shouldn't

a half dozen times during the

represents a significant victor) foi

the lamilv denounced the .leal as "a

centrists. It is a triumph oi reason

complete bailout and betrayal b) a

over radicalism, pragmatism i >\ er

cabal ot Republicans, and a great

politics and compromise over

victory lor united Dernocrats."

Confrontation. Il has preserved

independence and reaffirmed the
power ol the l nited States Senate.

prevent theopposition from
filibustering ten individuals who
had been nominated by the president
in serve on the federal bench.
I tarnocratk Minority Leader

senators to stand united In defense ol
minority rights, remind the country

placed the good ol thecountr) ova

that trie minorit) part) isstiHaforcc

partisanship deserve our thanks, h

lobe rn.koi.ul wfth.and preserve the

remains to be seen whether or not

notion ol legislative independence.

this type ol cooperation will be

Purtherniore, the filibuster com-

Many predicted thai this
seemingly unavoidable confrontation
would further exacerbate extremist
tendencies within l>olh parlies while

ova judicial nominees, bul the
precedent thai it has created is a

The white I louse has long been

There were rnoderates on both
allow this catadysmk scenario to
OCCUT. Republican Senators like |ohn
Met -mi, lohn Warner and Mike

DeWine breed a bipartisan agreement which maintained the right ol
the minorit) to use the filibuster

youoranvthing

"in extraordinary uruinw.iikcs."
'Hie deal also guaranteed a vote on

Send comments to Megan M
sthimng9tffietbgsiLedu

at least three ol the most controver
sial nominees including lanke Rogers
Brown, I'rixill.. Owen and William
Pryor. It did not assure votes on the

in \every A

and consented to future filibusters

and the Senate, its failure to do *>

centrists to stand up lor their beliefs

this time has been hailed as a

even ii it means defying the wishes ol

triumph ol legislative power

extremists on both sides.

I he symbolism oi this centrist
victory is profound fora variety
ol reasons.

has appeared on

TV

it IS the lirst time in recent
memory thai we have seen a major

ESTABLISHED IN CMAKIESTOOI. II

Y

^tftW»

IN 1913 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENEUAL DATING ABILITY.

Those with the courage to do so

I toward Dean declared. "Il was dear*

will undoubtedly lace many

l\ a loss tor the president because he
was getting accustomed to ramming

challenges from organizations dial
have a vestal interest in enframing

things through the I louse and the

partisan tension. I hey will sure!)

Senate without an) confrontation.'1

become the targets of right wing

Manuel Miranda, leader ol the
conservative National < oaliuon
to End Indicia] Filibusters, con

interest groups whose fanaticism,

firmed this assessment when he

against them our the last five years.

power and wealth have been used to
attack anyone who has spoken out

ioid reporters,"I veryone should be
ashamed ol this dial. It dishonors the

Dedicated moderates will also
come into conflict with influential

< .institution; it ignores the mandate

ideologues such as I louse Majority

of the 2004 election. It's a horse trade

l eader lorn Delay, Senate Majority

ol the worst kind. The white House

I eader hill I rist, and even President
hush.

has suffered a significant loss. The

Recenl events have shown.
however, that determined centrists

n> the Senate.
Finally, the filibuster deal was

against William Mycrsand
1 lenry Saad.

It is ni) sincere hope that then
agreemeni wiUeiKouxage other

presidency is diminished as it relates

other judicial nominees, however,

profoundly posith

will on the I louse ol Representatives

Democratk Party Chairman

sides, however, who refused to

|\»s.ihle during luturecoutnneisks

back tor thecurreni administration.

destroying any hopeol bipartisan
cooperation on othei issues.

rhose fourteen brave senators who

promise represents a significant set

accustomed to simply imposing its

from using the lilibusier.

Not to put too much pressure on

minority rights, prevented extremists

I he deal has abo bolstered con-

been encouraged b) uie ability of its

frustrated by how bad that was!"

bad kisser. [Jmt.iCMt

social conservative group Focus on

conservatives to prevent uSe minority

going to screw it all up so bady that

And that's just awkward.

I he filibuster compromise thus

i hairman lames i lobson ot the

existing Senate rules in older to

Senate in response to any attempt by

Women don't want to lie. We

prematurely pulling away from you,

the Republican Party is as unhappj
as l can io.aH '

tion has infuriated those on the right,

from destroying legislative

i willed 'nuclear option" to diangc

threat byvowingto shutdown the

Basically; I nmpty cannot ssy,uno,

to look him in the eyes 1mm this

Irs a compromise with me opposi-

I lam Keid had responded K) this

is usually marked D) phrases sikh
practice on your little sister, whatever.

by a handful of senators. The heart ol

Democratk Rim. rheDNt has

M

because mj fibbing isahvays
marked by my darting eyes, fidgety
hand movements and a genera]
inability to choke the words, "no,
you were fine*" from out of the

soualK conservative base ol the party

toderj the parti leadership bj

tidencewithin the newl] energized

I n-t had threatened to use this

You'll know right ,tw.t.. too,

truly horrific kisser he was, things

president,Senator Frist and the

Republican Majority I eader Hill

My honesty* on bSe other hand,

1 lad I known in advance what a

agreement *a rebufl to l*»th the

previous three elections.
I he wttangnessol seven senators

a compromised to end the
escalating flnminter crisis in the
United Suites Senate.
I here fourteen representatives
managed to avert.«showdown over
judicial nornineesthat would have

reaponaMe to fool the bill for pout

It is more the aftermath of a ton
gone terribly, terribly awry, which is

greatest advantages during the

from both panics forged

Ik-sides, il you ask me to tell you

Bauer, president ol

in values,called (he

tiniioniut\ proved to be one ol theii

Two weeks ago senators

this, you ifaad) know the answer.

their own part) prevented tins from

< i.irv i

issue Ol er the last live years. This

ask, "w.is that had'''

you try anything fancy.
■heed of time. Make a diagram,

ilk G^rias been able to enforce

r\iv

Donot ,i.k ihiv II you have to ask

The fad thai moderates within

ot the Republican tarty.

V WnrGjaanmfl
IbekbdYM

UH

you need to have a pimc plan before

which has me questioning my desire

breach ot easopane within the ranks

NATHAN
SOSA

Often, though, a man knows

(0 figure this stuff out. It was called

break-up, we find ourselves

the heartache of i torrid lovcaffiur

legislative tradition.

have to. At this stage in
development, I should be able to

van successfullydefj these

a major defeat tor the right wing

powerful interests while hav ing a

These radical Repubticanssought to

decisive impact on the course ol

use the filibuster controversy as an

public policy. It is theii willingness to

excuse to impose then ideolog) on

light tor these principles in an envi

the rest oi the country while chsre

ronmenl that discourages such virtue

aarding centuries ol

will decide the late ot our reruhlu.

'°»ArV

ot:. SO HY SUBS KAlir AREN'T GOUMVT 4»
Hf'K NOT FRENCH EITHER. MV SUBS JUST TASTE
A urns BETTER, THAT'S AUI I WANTED TO
CALL IT JMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWtOWI. BUT
MY MOM TOLD MI TO STICK WTTM GOURMET
SHE THMMS WUATCVSB I DO It OOUBMCT, BUT
I DON'T TUJMf tITWP OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MCAM. tO ISTS STICK WITH TASTY!
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You Can Afford!
451 THURSTIN: Across from Offenhauer. Furn. efficiencies w/full bath.
One Year One Person Rate S)60 00
School Year - One Person $395.00
505 CLOUCH: Campus Manor-Two bdrm.furn.One bath ♦ vanity.
One Year One Person Rate $420.00
School Year - One Person

$490.00

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE: One bdrm. furnished or unfurnished
One Year- One Person Rate- $350.00
School Year - One Person - $385.00
720 SECOND: One bdrm. furnished.
One Year- One Person Rate- $370.00
School Year - One Person - $420.00
IPj One bdrm. furn, or unfurnished.
707,711,715
One Year- One Person Rate- $350.00
School Year - One Person - $395.00
402 HIGH: Two bdrm. 1 bath furnished or unfurnished.
One Year- One Person Rate- $420.00
School Year - One Person - $465.00
701 FOURTH: Two bdrm. furnished, one bath plus vanity.
One Year- One Person Rate- $420.00
School Year One Person - $490.00
810 FIFTH: Two bdrm. furnished, one bath plus vanity in hall.
One Year- One Person Rate- $430.00
School Year - One Person - $490.00
649 SIXTH: two bdrm furnished one both plur. v.inrty in Ml
One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00
School Year - One Person - $460.00
«02 SIXTH: Two bdrm. furnished, dishwasher, one bath.
One Year- One Person Rate- $430.00
School Year - One Person - $485.00

$4.50

fc.50

For Rent

8" SUB SANDWICHES I °°?&™ *!%££** f^jjT CLUB SANDWICHES
III ot my tasty sib sandwiches are a (all I inches it
homemade French bread, tresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can biy! And il il nailers to you.
we slice everything tresh everyday in this stoic, right
here where yon can see il. (No mystery meat here!)

#1 PEPE*
Real applewood smoked ham and privolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo (Awesome!)

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
in my fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread er my famous
homemade trench bread!

PLAIN SLIMS1"
Ham £ cheese

SLIM 2 toast tool

liast beef. ban. provolone. lijin mostar d, lettuce.
tomato, t mayi. (Here's to my old pal Billy who
invented this great combo.)

SLIM 3 lunisilid

#3 SORRY CHARLIE

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*

SLIM 6 Double provolone

leal genoa salami, Italian capicola. smoked ban, and
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette
(Vii bavta order hot peppers, jist ask!)

California) baby tuna, mined with celery, onions, and
our tasty sauce, then topped with allalla sprouts
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*

SLIM 4 lothey breast

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*

Fresh sliced turkey breast, tipped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayi. (The original)

A full I /4 pound if fresh sliced mediim rare riast beef,
provolone lettuce, tomati, & mayo (It rocks!")
Same ingredients anil ptice ol the

#5 VITO*

sub or club without the breaa.

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato, I a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hit peppers, trist me!)

#6 VEGETARIAN
Several layers ol provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, allalla sprouts, sliced encumber, lettuce.
tomato, and niayo (Truly a gourmet sib not (er vegetarians
only
peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.™

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
I BOX MNCHIS. PUITtRS. PoWMH

• SIDE ITEMS *
• Sam Pop

SQ.IJ/SI.IS

FOREST APARTMENTSjTwo bdrm.furnished or unfurnished, 1 bath
plus vanity. Located at 853 Napoleon between S. College and High St.
One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00
School Year - One Person - $460.00

• I mi load ol noil

$1.25

• (itn ckcese or eitn nocirlo spread

$165

• Hot Pcppots

$1.25

• Ciiit chKolitt chip ot iitntal riisin cookii... $1.25
• toil potato corps ot jumbo tosher dill picklo.... $175

FREEBIES ISUBS E CLUBS (WLVI
Onion, lettoce. alfalfa sprouts, tomato main sliced
cucumber. Dijon musrard. oil £ yinegar. aod orcgano.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked bam.
provolone and tins if lettuce, tomato, aad mayo'
(1 very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ©

DEI IVIII OROEFtS aril include a delivery
charge ol 35c pet item t-r-iac).

Fresh baked turkey hi east, irovoline cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomati, and
mayi! (It's the real deal folks, aid it ain't evin California)

• » » • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM • • • •

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. rial avocado spread, sliced
cucimber. alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & nayi.
(Try it II ay 7 grain while wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

Bacon, lettuce, tomato. & mayi.
(The only better IIT is mama's IIT. this one riles!)

724 $, COLLEGE; Two bdrm. unfurnished. 1.5 baths, dishwasher.
One Year- One Person Rate- $450.00
School Year - One Person - $510.00

Two and Three Person Wares Available
We have many other units available.
Stop in the Rental Office tot a complete brochure.

#8 BILLY CLUB*

Medium rare shaved roast beet, topped with yummy
mayo letture. and tomato. (Can't heat this one!)

839 SEVENTH: One bdrm unfurrmhrd. dishwasher.
One Year- One Person Rate- $390.00
School Year One Person $455.00

k fill 1/4 pound tf real applewood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, lettice. toaate. 4 real mayi! (A rial stack)

lay Sub minus tho ie|gies and sauce
SLIM I

#2 BIG JOHN4'

«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

THE JJ.
GARGAhMTOAN1"
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Hiey Its nige
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans' Tons ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. reast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one ol our homemade French bins
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lattice, tomato. I our homemade
Italian dressing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB
Roast heel, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. A mayo
In American classic, certainly lit invented fey J J but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our #3 Sorry Charlie eicept this me has a
lot mite. Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts.
cucumber lettuce, t tomato (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey breast. bacon, lettice. timati. &
mayi. (JJ's original turkey £ bacon club)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
Across From

1SK»

Bell

BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

wwwjohnnewToverealcslatr.nnii

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
• 701* JIMMV JIM J FIIKCIISI IMC III IISUlS llSllrtfl We Ittfiit III Rifk! To "ill !■< ■(■■ Cljifl!

©
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Residents urge council
to rethink new zoning
By Miranda Bond
MANAGING EDITOR

Displeased with the city's
decision to re-zone a 26-acre area
next to Meijer, Bowling Green
Citizens for Smart Growth and
other concerned citizens spoke
to city council on Monday. They
also began collecting signatures
for a petiUon that would put a
referendum on
November's
ballot that would allow the
voters todecide if the area should
be re-zoned.
On May 16, city council decided to change the A-1 agricultural
zone into a R-1 Multiple-Family
classification, which Smart
Growth said goes against the
city master plan. The re-zoning
would allow a new apartment
complex to be built that is aimed

Vince Ejigiulo BGNws

GOAL: Jake Franklin took advantage of the beautiful afternoon weather by lacing up his rollerblades
and practicing his slapshot at the park on Monday.

Animal lovers want
nominations for
outstanding critters
By Lorien Bourne
lEfOIIEl

The Ohio Veterinary Medical
Association will recognize
Ohio's outstanding animals.
The OVMA will celebrate
the link between animals
and people by honoring
Ohio's outstanding animals.
The awards will recognize
contributions that animal companions have made to better
the lives of humans and make
the public more aware nf Ohio's

outstanding animals.
Mclinda Capers, who is the
communications director at
OVMA since 1996, said that
the contest has been held for
almost 10 years now. Capers
said the OVMA "receives entries
and nominations from all over
Ohio". People are starting to
see their animal companions
as |>art of the family and are
glad to see them recognized,
Capers said.
Ohio's outstanding animals
will be recognized at 12 p.m. on
Saturday. August 13, 2005 during the Ohio State Fair on the
OVMA's Main Street Stage at the
Ohio Expo Center in Columbus,
Ohio, The animals will be

selected by a selection panel
from nominations they receive.
To be nominated animals

must, through unselfish and
courageous
accomplish
ment. 'exemplify the affection,
loyalty, security, and value of
outstanding animal companions", according to die OVMA.
Veterinarians, technicians, veterinary hospital staff, and their
families are not eligible to enter
their animals.
OVMA encourages eligible
IK'ople to nominate their animal companions. Nominations
must include: an official application (or a photocopy of official form) signed by both the
animals owner and the veterinarian; a color photograph; and,
a one-page description of why
the animal should be named
as one of Ohio's outstanding
animals with explanations of
II.ins and accomplishments.
The application should include
up to three additional letters
supporting the animal and
additional photographs or
video of the animal.
Please visit the OVMA Web
site at www.ohiovma.org, or
contact the OVMA office at
614 486 7253 for more information or to pick up an official
application to nominate an
animal as one of Ohio's
Outstanding Animals. The
entry deadline is June 27,2005.

"Industrial
and residential
located beside one
another is the most
incompatible
of uses."
MIKE TYSON, SMART GROWTH

at housing students.
"This area of Bowling Green's
master plan is for future
industrial and commercial
growth, not apartment housing or residential," Smart
Growth President Mike Tyson
said. "Industrial and residendal
located beside one another is the
most incompatible of uses."

Council President B.J. Fischer
explained the reasoning of the
council's decision, saying that
the new development could
potentially ease recent student
housing problems.
"There arc a lot of stress points
in this community where student
housing and long term residential
housing are a flashpoint. This is a
situation where that's not going
to exist and it seemed to me
that that was a positive thing,"
Fischer said.
He also explained that
there is a possibility that
commercial businesses would be
willing to locate close to the new
development, as this is becoming
a trend in many areas.
ZONING. PAGE 7

New shops will replace old Kmart
with renovations before Christmas
By Brian Pauline
REPORTER

The property on South Main
Si reel which used to hold a
Kmart and Dollar General was
purchased recently by Chase
Properties Ltd and will furnish
new stores. The new shopping
plaza slated to be running by this
fall and completed by Christmas
will bring a much needed facelift
to the abandoned property.
Sue Clark, executive director of
the Bowling Green Community
Development
Foundation,
spearheaded the attempt to sell
the property.
"We are very excited about
it. I've spent the last two years
trying to market that property so
that someone would purchase it
or lease it. We're very happy that
someone has finally purchased
it," Dark said.
Clark kept trying to bring
attention to the property so that
someone would buy it. Clark
speculates that
Wal-Mart's
decision to upgrade to a Super
Wal-Mart sparked the sale.
"The increased activity in
the area because of the Super
Wal-Mart, their theory is it will
bring people into the entire area,"
Clark said.
For the community, the project
will mean an increase in retail

DaviTim BGNews

KMARf: Not a lot going on in the empty Kmart lot which was recently purchased by a developmer with an
eye on putting in a new group of stores into the complex in order to compete with the nearby Wal-Mart.

jobs and investment, and an
increase collected sales tax.
For the first two years the
property was vacant the
owners attempted to bring other
retailers in to lease it but didn't
really want to sell it. According to
Clark potential leasces wanted to
wail and see what Wal-Mart was
going to do. There was always
the risk that the store would pick
up and move to the other side of

town like others store's have in
Fremont and Napoleon.
"I feel very strongly that this
will be a plus for that end of town
and for the entire community it
can only be a good thing because
we're not going to have an empty
building, we're not going to have
to tear down a building and we're
not taking up more undeveloped
land and taking it up for retail,"
Clark said.
Chase Properties Ltd., the
company that bought the
property, plans to renovate the
property thus week. There will
be a new roof, storefront and
parking lot.
Dave Palchesko, vice president
of acquisitions and development,
is excited about the new tenants
coming into the city and what it
would mean for the community.

Palchesko hopes to remodel the
area and rum it into an asset for
Bowling Green.
"I think it will help the
community in
supplying
additional shopping opportunities in town, it's not like we're
taking any tenants away from
downtown or anything. We are
bringing in new tenants to the
Bowling Green market and it will
create the draw of customers
from a wider radius than Bowling
Green and bring more dollars to
the area," Palchesko said.
Palchesko sees the Wal-Mart
as a way to draw customers from
outlying areas. The stores will be
complement Wjl-Mart and offer
goods and services that it doesn't.
Palchesko is looking to open
many stores this fall. He hopes to
be finished by Christmas.

has never been easier.

m
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COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS
Wed, 6/8 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Services
Mon, 6/13 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Services
Tues, 6/14 from 1:30pm-3:30pm @ Student Union
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.
Online Application:

The UPS
EARNMC

LEARNProgram

Get up to

$23,000*
in College Education
Assistance!

L

Bedroom

Apartments

Townhouses

Carports

• Carports

1 Bedrooms:
starting at $395/mo.
plus utilities

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 2 Baths

In the 2 Bedrooms:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups

www.upsjobs.com
For additional information, please contact:
Bethany Speiser (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) or
Pete Ortiz (shg1pwo@ups.com)
Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537

~1&2~
Bedroom

• 1 & 1/2 Baths

• Full Basement
• Can have up to
6 People

Checkout our website at:
•VWrV.MECC4BG.CO/Vf or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

iouM Oppofluraly rmployei
•Piogwn guideline* apply

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE
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Runners must be careful during summer
By Jessica Ameling
spoms "fcomsB

It's beginning to feel a lot
like summer, the perfect time to
head outside and start shedding
those freshmen 15, right? Well,
yes and no.
Exercise enthusiasts may
believe that moving their workout outside is a great way to add
intensity after a long monotonous winter in the gym, but
everyone needs to be conscious
of the added strain summer
weather can place on even the
most conditioned athlete.
The combination of heat and
humidity is an obstacle to exercising outside, but it is an obstacle
that can be overcome with common sense and a little knowledge
in order to enjoy the many of
benefits of being outside.
"I think one of the main
benefits is preventing boredom,"
said Dana McCaw, a graduate
assistant for fitness programming
at the BGSU Student Recreation
Center. "The
change
of
scenery is a benefit; also it's a really
good way to do cross-training—
changing up your workout"
While exercising outside can
be very rewarding, there are some
extra precautions that need to
be taken. Working out in wanner
temperatures can cause anything from fainting and cramps
to heatstroke. Luckily there are
some simple guidelines to follow
to avoid these heat injuries.
Obviously when exercising
anywhere, especially outside,
staying hydrated is vital, but how
much fluid is enough?

"Thirst is actually the last
indicator, it's an indicator of
dehydration." said Melissa
I leiulricks, an American (iillege
of Sports Medicine certified
health and fitness instructor
and graduate assistant at the
Student Recreation Center. You
definitely waul to make sure you
drink before |exercising| and
8-10 07. every 15-20 minutes, so
basically about a glass every
15-20 minutes."
McCaw suggests weighing
youiself before and after oxen is
ing, and for every pound lost,
drinking 16 oz of water.
For sports drinks lovers
I leiulricks
suggests drinking water before and during
exercise and saving the sports
drinks for afterwards to avoid
cramps Sports drinks are helpful in replenishing the body's
electrolytes and carbohydrates.
Along with staying hydrated.
1 leiulricks suggests wearing
loose clothing and sunscreen
and finding a place that has
shade. Loose, light clothing is
important because it allows the
body to "breathe" instead of
trapping in the heat as spandex
or sweats would.
The human body is extremely
versatile and has the ability to
adapt to hot summer weather,
but it needs to be done gradually.
"You want to go out for a little
bit in the spring, like right now,
and gel your body usiil to the
heat," 1 leiulricks said. "Your body
can adjust to it after awhile."
Another adjustment that needs
to be made when exercising in

warmer weather is allowing extra
time to bring your body temperature back to normal after your
workout is completed.
"Definitely
include
a
longer cool-clown in the heal, the
opposite of when it's cold and
you want a longer warm-up,"
McCaw explained.
The time of day our exercises
is also an important, hut often
ignored lacii ii
"I would always recommend
going before 10 am or aftei.' oi
:ip.in." I leiulricks said.
Many BG SIIKICMIS, including
senior Henee Bergman, already
follow these guidelines. Bergman
enjoys running in the early
nwrruns or late evening "because
of my schedule and temperature.
1 also drink more lluids and weal
cool clothing—lank tops and
shorts," she said.
Knowing the signs of a
possible heat injury can also
help prevent the Injury from

becoming serious,
"You'll feel really dizzy, liglu

headed,Change in skin culm, and
you'll gel rralk cold or shake."
McCaw said. "Dizziness is the
number one thing."
"Ustentoyourbody,"! lendrida
added, it you're overly sweat-

ling them out of their present
environment and Into an aircondiiiniiccl room, ftisimportanl
to gradually cool down a person

who experienced a heat injury
Instead of shocking their system
with extreme cold.
Meat injury isn't theonf) thing
in watch out for when moving a
work urn outside. Ankle Injuries
and shin splints are common
due lo running on uneven and
often hard surfaces, finding a
gravel running path can help
eliminate some of these injuries
and, as always, stretching is key.
"Shin splints always seem
in be an issue," McCaw said.
"Doing propel stretching will
help eliminate shin splints."

\nothersafet) issue, although
urn restricted to the summer, is

exercising outside alone. BGSU
senior Courtney Youngs said
she usually prefers to run outside with a Mend instead of by
herself. "I just don't feel safe,
especially In the evening in
case ii gets dark," she said. "Plus
it's mine fun to exercise with
a friend."
Runnersworld.com recommends exercising with a friend
in even a dog. calling someone
HI leaving a nine to let them

ing or having trouble breathing
that means you just have in sti ip
<uid rest, you don't have to push
yourself any farther."
A person should Immediately
seek help if they experience anj
of these heat injury symptoms.
McCaw also advises giving the
victim room temperature watei

know your Intended path and
time you wiD be running, changing your mute regularly, not
running at night, being aware
ot your surroundings, sticking

instead of cold water, and gel

not to run with headphones

to well populated areas, and
leaving
the
jewelry
and
headphones at home.
"It's always lecnmmended

Bowling Green named a member of
'Tree City USA' for 25th year in a row
By Lorien Bourne
REPORTER

long time residents of Bowling
Green, Harold and Mary Snydcr.
work diligently on their flowerbed and maintaining their trees.
"It's wonderful," Mary said,
smiling. "There's a lot of comfort
in trees."
"Trees are the backbone of any
city," Harold said.
For the 25th year in a row
Bowling Green' has met the
four criteria to be considered a
Tree City USA. According to the
Arbor Day Foundation, the four
criteria a city must meet are as
follows: A city must have a tree
board or department. This can
be an arborist or a tree board;
someone must be legally
responsible for the care and
management of the community's
trees. Bowling Green has a city
arborist, David Bienemann.
David Bienemann was hired
by the City of Bowling Green on
July 12,2004 and has had almost
eleven months on the job.
"The city of Bowling Green has
one of the best urban forests in
the State of Ohio," Bienemann
said. "My goal is to continue the
tradition of excellence in urban
forestry and provide guidance
to move the program to the
next level."
According to the Arbor Day
Foundation Web site, a city must
have a tree care ordinance. A city
must have a community forestry
program with an annual budget
of at least two dollars per capita.
A city must also have an Arbor

Vince Gargiulo BGNews
RUN: Two friends enjoy an afternoon run and try and get nice tans
together while f he temperatures broke 90 degrees on Monday.

on because you can't hear
someone coming up behind
you," I leiulricks explained.
"I would also recommend
running in open areas."
While there are added safety issues when you exercise

Citizens say that
project raises
safety concerns
ZONING. FROM PAGE 6

Sean Corp BGNws
A CITY IN THE SHADE: Trees like this one outside of Founders can be found all over the city of Bowling
Green. An abundance of trees was one of the many reasons that Bowling Green is a Tree City USA.

Day observance and proclamation. BowlingGreenhasofTicially
met all the criteria and is listed on
the Arbor Day foundation Web
site as being a Tree City USA.
Bowling Green first achieved
the status of Tree City USA in
1980 when Alvin Perkins was
mayor. Perkins said the city
of Bowling Green kind of fell
into the status of Tree City USA
because it was mostly a rural
area with lots of trees and the
City of Bowling Green had a tree
board since 1966. There was
a three-person board for many

years that were appointed and
look care of the trees,
"These were people who liked
lo roll up their sleeves and go
to work and do the things they
love," said Perkins.
Bowling Green was one of the
first cities in Ohio tn achieve the
status of free City USA.
Treesarecertainly part of the
Bowling Green environment.
Bowling Green wouldn't be as
beautiful as we see it without
the t tees," Perkins said. "When I
take a look back and see the c-it v
of Bowling Green as a whole the

ttees really have made a very big
difference in the community".

The city ol Howling Green
celebrates Arbor Day on
the last week of April and
typically the last Friday.
Bienemann said that the
BowliiigGreeiiTreeCoinmission
winks with the city arborist to develop the Arbor Day
program a year in advance.
For more information on the
Arbor Day Foundation or
I iee City USA go lo the Arbor
Day Foundation Website at
http://www.arborday.org.

However, Smart Growth
sees many problems with
building off campus student
targeted bousing so far away
from the University and the
downtown area. They argue
that it will draw business away
from the downtown area
and thai there is already
plent) of vacant apartments
for students.
They are also concerned
about safety issues and the
money that it will cost the
city to take safety precautions. They believe (bat
emergency response t i m i s w i ] I
be slower than any where else
in the city.
They also questioned
council about how students
will travel from the new complex to the University and
other destinations. With the
thought in mind that some
students do not have cars and
will be walking or biking to
class over the busy 1-75 state
Route 105 overpass, Tyson
said that it is a safety concern.
The Bowling Green City
Council should declare this
an emergency and halt any
construction until tliis safety'
matter is resolved to the satisfaction of the community;"
Tyson said.
David McClough, who

VARSITY LANES

PREFERRED
.1
PROPERTIES CO.

$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
S Umm
*'
N

spoke against the re-zoning said
thai lite city should not impose
costs on the University by expectIngthem to provide students with
transportation 10 solve the safety
issue, which had been suggested
by council members.
"It would seem to me to that
to impose cost on the University
resulting from this re/nning
and development would be
improper," David McClough
said. Met lough and Smart
Growth members will be
working to obtain the 616
signatures that they need to get
the issue on the ballot.

Trinity United
Methodist Church
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Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Extra Large Bedrooms Available!
Make your home at:
• Piedmont

outside, following these simple
guidelines will help keep you
going all summer. The holtom
line is tu simply listen to the
warning signs from that finely
tuned machine also known as
your body.

teases

Who:

Any college student

When: Wednesdays, Thursdays & Fridays
9:00- 11:00 p.m.

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases ■ Stove, fridge, microwave. 25" TV
Low at $425 per month • Full cable • $20/month

Includes all utilities ■ Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished

• Mini Mall Apts.

Great Affordable
Fall Rates!

• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
• Triplex- small pets allowed

• And other locations!

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St. BG.OH

Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH.
(352-^247)
What:

419-352-9378

mrr

mm

Cherrywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool
• Newly Renovated
■ New Equipment
•Sauna

Price;

2 hours of bowling
& shoes, slice of >
pizza & pop
Only 56.00
per person
& drink specials

>
N

#

Condominiums (or rent!

-anch style condominiums
$65M?00rmonth plus
Washer and dryer hook up
One year lease mmimum
1 Bedroom

Excellent location tor BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tun in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

wt
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Classified Ads
372-6977
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Services Offered
English MA graduate. I am eaitmg &
proofreading theses and dissertations at very reasonable rates. Call
419-494-9522.
Hot Outside. Cool Inside
Campus Pollyeyes
Stuffed bread sticks, your favorite
beverages & the big screen TV.
Come see us soon!!!

Personals
Learn a skill tor lite Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonslables com
Pagliais ■ Buffet Paqhats • Soup
Pagliais - Pasta Pagliais - Subs
Pagaliais - Salads Pagliais - YOU!!
945 S. Main
'BARTENDING! $3007day potential.
No exp necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
BG tamily seeking childcare start in
Aug Hrs M thru F, 7:30-4:30. Must
have references Kalie419-376-2613
Babysitter, part time, for 6 & 10 yr.
old, in my Perrysburg home, email
sworley@bgnet ogsu.edu with qualifications & hours you are available

Management Inc.

Renting Fast

Help Wanted

HELP WANTED! NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours - will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7 30am-8:30am; 8:30am11:30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm;
2:30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8:30pm
Many BGSU students work here.
Easy walk from campus. Pay is
S6 00 per hour providing you work a
minimum of 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum of 15 hours per
week or over 40 with overtime. Pickup an application at our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428
CloughSt..BGOH43402.

Looking for a special person to
come into our loving home to care
for well behaved children & needed
to help with light housekeeping &
laundry. Good work ethic a must,
combined with organizational skills.
High energy level & a love of children. $7 per hr. 12-15 hrs. per wk.
Flex. hrs. Perrysburg. need transp.
Jane: 419-874-2001
jdisalle@buckeye-express.com

Local beer distributor looking for energetic and outgoing individual to
conducl marketing support activities
for Anheuser-Busch and Corona
beer brands. Qualified candidates
must possess good communication
skills, have an out-going personality.
have the ability to work well with
oth-ers. be 21 years old, maintain a
neat appearance and be able to
work an irregular schedule that
includes
evening
hours
and
weekends. Please send resume and
credentials to:
Treu House of Munch, Inc.
6700 Wales Road
Northwood OH 43619
Equal Opportunity Employer
SECURITY
Securitas USA is currently hiring Security Professionals in the Findlay.
Bluffton and Kenton areas Full/part
lime work available. Prior security,
law enforcement, or military background desired. Must be 18 years o(
age or older, drug free with no lefony convictions. HS/GED required.
Wages range from $7.00-$8.25/hr.
Apply wilh us on Weds., June 8,
2005 from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. or Fri.
June 10 from 10 a.m. -12 p.m. at
The One-Stop Employment and
Training Center. 7746 Co. Rd 140
Findlay. Ohio 45839
HIRING IMMEDIATELY!!
— S8.50/HR + COMMISSION "'
"" Fun Work and Good Money '"
Only 15 Mm. Away in Perrysburg
Part Time And Full Time Positions
"'Work at Night After Class""
M-THURS 4:30-9 PM & Sat Morning
Phone Sales Positions
-No Exp Necessary- Paid Training
Call TODAY (<i>874-3575
TruGreen C hem Lawn
12401 Eckel Rd.. 43551

Call 353-5800

215EPoe/
Evergreen

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

_WET<

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese cuisine & sushi bar
now hiring motivated wait staff and
host/hostess Apply 465 W. Dussel
Dr. Maumee,

For Rent

225 Palmer

i Only (Buckeye Studios(2 yrs .old)
Student Housing Available for 2005
Monthly, Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV.Call 419-352-1520.
■'rooms $199 mo., next to campus.
1 bdrm. apt $399, 2 bdrm. $499
moHouses 2, 4. 5, 6 bdrms..
inquire. Multiple people allowed on
lease.Call 9am-9pm. 419-353-0325.
1 bedrm. in 4 bedrm Enclave apt
Available from May-Aug. Very nice.
S295 mo. Call Jim (216) 210-0980.
125 Cnm St. Available Aug. 3 bdrm.,
1 bath, paved assigned parking, AC.
$950 mo. 248-755-9686.
232 Crim St. Avail, immed. 4 bdrm.,
1 5 bath, A/C. W7D. garage, fenced
yard. $1000 mo (248)755-9686.
3 bdr. home. 1.5 blks S. of campus.
Lg. Ivg rm., kitchen & rec/util rm.,
W/D. Avail 8/15 $825 mo. 352-7090
3 bdrm. house. 1027 Clough St.
$1250 mo. + utilities.
419-340-8062
Cute 2 BR, 1 BA house with W/D for
sublease Aug 05-May 06. Located in
a family neighborhood. 1.2 mi. from
campus. $575/mo.. lawn care includ.
Call (419) 352-6988. Great place!
Apts « Houses 2005-06
wwwfiterentals.com
Call 419-353-8206 for appointment
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400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Painter of ballet dancers
Part 4 of quote
Au revoir
LePew of cartoons
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MEDIUM TWO
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For Rent

Deluxe large one bedroom.
No pets Close to the university.
419-352-5689

Enclave 1 bdrm. in 4 bdrm. apt.
Free tanning, hot tub, pool
S299 mo. Call (216)570-8757
Highland Management
1 Low Security Deposit
The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet!
Starting at $395

Quiet & cozy 1 bdrm.. new appliances. Off street pkg.. no pets. $450
mo. Lg. 4 bdrm. house. Ex. cond.
Next to campus. No pets. $1300
mo.419-654-5716

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities m building, A/C, Gas heat.
Starling at $520.
130 E. Washington St.
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org
Professor/owner will share furn.
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, fireplaces,
in wooded area. cats. Se habla espanol $255/mo. incl. all util.. must
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call
419-352-5523 & leave message.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!
CINEMA 5

On selected floor plans

Friday 6/10 Monday 6/13
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Stir Wars Episode 3:
Revenge of the Sith(PG13)
12:00,3:15,6:45,10.00

4193532277
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green
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Madagascar (PC)
12:15,2:30,4:45,7:10,9:30
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Large efficiency. No pets
Close to the university
$320 month. 419-352-5689

Cinderella Man (PG 13)
12:10,3:30,6:55,10:15

N

1 f.VPS* LAM

Pmtes. needed to share furnished
house.$200 mo. plus share of utilities. Call 419-734-5280 for more
into.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
www hgapanmt nts.fiom

1

» Mr. and Mrs. Smith (PG 13)
12:25,3:40,7:15,10:30
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Schedule Good for

•Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

WUISITY

The longest Yard (PG 13)
1:00,4:00,7:25,10:10
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CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

516
EAST MERRY

422
EAST MERRY

HOUSES

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

REMODELED 2 BEDROOMS

1 BEDROOMS

3 & 4 BEDROOMS

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Full Bathroom

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Haifa, 1 Full Bath

♦ New Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Fireplace

♦ Washer/Dryer Hookup

♦ New Appliances

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ New Carpet

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher &
Garbage Disposal

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ New Windows

♦ Tile Floors

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

♦ Furnished Units

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher &
Garbage Disposal

Smoking
8 Non-Smolcing
Dining Rooms

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
HISTORIC MILLII
♦
♦
4
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Tile Floors & Berber Carpet
Air Conditioning
Laundry on-site
Loft Style Apts. Available

♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Air Conditioning
Close to Campus
Laundry on-site

♦ 1 & 2 Car Garages
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Washer/Dryer in Every
House
♦ Limit 3 Unrelated People
ctaiiiDfla/
51050/mo.
f utilities

GREENBRIAR, INC
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For Rent

-FREE HEAT

S735/mo

;i

For Rent

Close to Downtown

♦ Laundry on-site

1

v
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tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30,1-4:30)

Stop by the Office
of 1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing
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- Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun

www bghighlandmgmt.com
h ighland@wcnet.org
419-354-6036

■ Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking
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$5 75 Minimum

130 E. Washington
130 Liberty St and S. Summit

3 Laundromats
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203 N. Main *«■«""' 352-5166

ORAD HOUSING
2 Klrm/1 car garage
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39 Eddie of vaudeville
40 Vow in a chapel
44 Watching calories
46 Sugar cube
47 Decorative stickers
48 October stone
49 Plus item
50 Mouth of Mississippi
52 Wonderland visitor
53Srl_
54 Uneasy feeling
57 Some distance
58 Sound quality
60 Declare
62 Comic squeal
63 Disencumber
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The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, extra storage, A/C.
Great location. Starting at $525

Ride our Free Resident Shuttle
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Robert and Alan
Granges
Acacia and baobab
Novelist Connell
Hammer In
Nation on the Baltic
Sfn
Existed
War god
Actor Bridges
Pol's provider
Education
Gather, as cloth
Irritable
Make over
Coral formation
Made sense
Rumples
Sock with diamonds
Sushi bar offering
Carpet color
Vigoda or Burrows
Cow's chew
Conferers of holy
orders
r 3*:elona aunt
UFO crew

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAIGHT YEARS

Highland Management

HEAT INCLUDED
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Nursery rtiyme ender
Sailor's mop
Sibilant signal
Insect stage
Silver or soft ending
Persistent pain
Start of Stephen Laberge quote
Changed for the better
Writer Grafton
Food fragment
Sibilant sound
Concert halls
Georgia university
Part 2 of quote
Oak. in a nutshell
One of the Tweedles
Web location
Small town
Part 3 of quote
State of irritation
Mary Baker _
Offbeat

G & L Rentals Now Leasing
Georgetown Manor
800 Third St 1 & 2 bdrm apts.
Parking, laundry facilities, gas.
water & sewer paid
135 N. Church St. 3 bdrm. house
Family owned and operated
Contact Lucy 419-354-9740

• 1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
208/212 S. Church

1

ACROSS

2 Swimming Pools

Houses/3 unrelated people
$800/mo plus utilities.

■L H

Seeking responsible sitter for 3
older children. Noon - 4pm
weekdays S7 hour. 419-353-3112.

IEC<
1 & 2 Klrtu apts
1 Klrm townhouses
dishwasher/garbage
disposal. A/C,
wahser/dryei hookups.
RUNNING SPECIALS
ON 2&? BEDROOMS
BGSU BUS ROUTE
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Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www. money author. com

Eli'. & 1/2 bdrm
starting at $255/mo
laundry on site
BGSU BUS ROUTE

1082 Fairview/
Hillsdale

brought to you by

419-352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

